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13th International Nomads Festival

From March 18th to 20th ,  2016, the  WORLD NOMADS ASSOCIATION, in cooperation with the Zagora
Province,  will  present  in  M’hamid  El  Ghizlane,  Zagora  -  MOROCCO,  the  13th  International  Nomads
Festival.

The past twelve editions have firmly established this festival  in Southeastern Morocco,  and have helped
M’hamid El Ghizlane, a rural community of about 8000 people living on the border of the desert, to become
a favourite destination for exclusive cultural travel. 

True to its tradition, the festival promises once again to set the desert on fire  with three days of music,
which isthe most prominent aspect of nomadic culture. Three days of friendship, exchange, celebration and
reflection,  where  local  people,  craftsmen of  every  trade,  local,  national  and international  artists  are  all
invited to contribute their talent and expertise. 

As  in  previous  years,  different  styles  of  music,  singing  and  dance  will  be  highlighted.  The  programme
includes about fifteen concerts rich in colour and emotion, such as Imzad,  the famous Algerian Touareg
stars of the desert blues.
In addition, audiences will be swept away by the sweet, hypnotic style of Mali's singer and guitar player Afel
Bocoum, who was introduced to music as a child by his uncle Ali Farka Touré.

Several other notable artists representing different genres will join the celebration such as La Nati, who will
present the «Yalil Flamenca» dance, the Norwegian singer Sapmi performing the Joïk, and Moroccan bands
such as  Mnat Azawan, Said Senhaji, Farid Ghannam, Said Charaadi, Kel Tamasheq Oued Noun, Dakat Sif, as
well as local young groups from M'hamid…

The festival also focuses  on discussions and studies.  The  Nomads  Forum will present conferences and
debates concerning:
- «Outreach and Promotion of the oasis of M'hamid Cultural Heritage» by the Spanish association Terrachidia
- «Oasis agriculture at the service of the nomads» by Georges Toutin

Each day the festival will offer traditional nomad activities, such as  camel races (Ellaz), a hockey game on
the  sand  (Mokhach)  and  a  demonstration  of  one  of  the  essential  activities  in  the  desert:  sand-bread
making (Mella).
During these three days people will be able to see exhibits of regional products, Moroccan arts and crafts
and paintings...

The festival  team,  in  cooperation with  its  partners  (Province,  Ministry  of  Culture,  Drâa-Tafilalet  Region,
ANDZOA, ONMT, Banque Populaire Foundation, Morocco Post, Jetairfly, 2M…) is working enthusiastically on
the preparation of this event which is recognised all  over Morocco and abroad, thus contributing to the
socio-economic development of M'hamid and the Southeastern region of Morocco.

The 13th International Nomads Festival promises to deliver great surprises...
In this charming setting bordering of the desert, we are moving forward in this wonderful adventure!

Contacts:
N. BOUGRAB  +212 664 084 333
nomadescontact@gmail.com
www.nomadsfestival.org 
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